**INSTALLATION/ REMOVAL OF TRIMMING HEADS**

Make sure trimmer unit is turned “OFF”.
1. Turn trimmer head counterclockwise 1/4 turn and lift off.
2. Place trimmer head on trimmer and turn trimmer head clockwise 1/4 turn to lock on.

**TRIMMING NOSE HAIR**

Make sure the nasal passages are clean. Slowly move the rotary blade/detailer in and out of each nostril, no more than 1/4-inch deep.

**TRIMMING EAR HAIR**

Make sure the outer areas of the ears do not contain any wax. Hold the ear flat with one hand and carefully insert rotary blade/detailer no more than 1/4-inch into the outer ear. CAUTION: Do not insert the rotary blade/detailer or any other foreign object into the inner ear. For hair growing on the outside of the ear, simply move the rotary blade/detailer slowly along the edges of the ear.

**TRIMMING EYEBROWS**

Slowly move rotary blade/detailer to neatly trim stray hairs. For precise, even trimming, slowly move the rotary blade/detailer closer or farther away from eyebrows to achieve desired length.

**TRIMMING WITH EYEBROW ATTACHMENT COMB**

To install eyebrow attachment comb, you must use the reciprocating head and place eyebrow attachment comb over it. The attachment comb allows you to trim and shape eyebrows. Trim by following in the direction of hair growth.

**SIDEBURNS AND MUSTACHE**

For detailing sideburns and mustache, use detailing head across desired areas. For trimming sideburns slowly move detailing head across desired area.

**TRIMMING PRIVATES**

For hard to reach or tight areas, use the detailer head. Slowly move the detailer through area to trim until desired look is accomplished.

**TROUBLESHOOTING**

If your Trimmer does not seem to take a charge, check the following before returning it for repair:
1. Check outlet current by plugging in another appliance.
2. Make sure the outlet simply is not connected to a light switch which turns the power at the outlet off when lights are turned off.
3. Be sure the trimmer is properly connected to the recharging transformer, all connections are secure and the switch on the trimmer is turned “OFF - 0.”
4. If your electricity is connected to a master power switch, we suggest the trimmer be disconnected from the charger anytime the master switch is off. Leaving the unit plugged into a dead outlet or an unplugged charger will drain the battery.
5. If trimmer does not run and it is completely charged, turn the unit “ON - I” and pinch or push the blades manually. (Oil may have dried out between the blades, so they may be temporarily stuck together.)

For the cleaning and care instructions of your trimmer, please download the Care Instructions.

**SERVICE AND REPAIR**

If you have problems with your WAHL product, send it prepaid with a note explaining the problem to:
Wahl Clipper Corporation
Attn: Repair Department
3001 Locust Street
Sterling, IL 61081
Telephone (815) 625-6525
For products purchased outside the United States, contact your distributor.